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This newsletter has contributions from people who
share their perspectives and opinions.
The views expressed are not necessarily shared or
endorsed by the Bridge Collective

Welcome to the rst Bridge Collective newsletter of 2021!
In this issue we look back at winter and forward into the spring. We are all
looking for reasons to feel hopeful and we hope our newsletter helps. We’ve
got poems, pictures, a free food recipe, news from the Experts by
Experience project, and lots more.
We also mark the last of a long series of Open Re ections facilitated by
Michelle. We are very grateful for the work Michelle has done with us over
the years, helping us to think about the work we do as a community.
We have news about our 2021 AGM and information for anyone interested in
becoming a Director of the Bridge. We are always happy to receive your
contributions (see last page for contact details.)
Working on the newsletter together is a lovely way to stay connected, so do
look out for the newsletter working space meetings (currently on Zoom) if
you’d like to get involved - we’d love to see you.

Liz Spry
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What’s on online at the Bridge, April 2021
(see our website for updates)
Thursday 1st, 1 – 2 pm: Online Open Thursday. A space for connecting with each
other for peer support, talking, sharing or sitting quietly. Welcome!
Tuesday 6th, 11 am – 1 pm: Online Experts by Experience: Monthly Meeting.
Wednesday 7th, 2 – 3 pm: Online Newsletter Working Space (tbc) – Starting work
on our Summer newsletter. All welcome
Wednesday 7th, 3.30 – 4.30 pm: Online Kickstart Placement feasibility working
party – All welcome, email info@bridgecollective.org.uk for information on how to
join.
Thursday 8th, 1 – 3 pm: Online Bridge Community Meeting – our monthly
decision-making meeting. All welcome
Monday 12th, 1.30 – 2.55 pm: Online Art at the Bridge. All welcome to join for a
relaxed informal session of creative activity
To be confirmed: Thursday 13th, 11am-12 noon, Experts by Experience Planning
Meeting for Training with Student Doctors. Please keep a look out for further
information.
Tuesday 13th, 2 – 2.55 pm: Company systems working party. April Topic:
looking out our new draft assessments. All welcome.
Thursday 15th, 1 – 2 pm: Online Open Thursday. A space for connecting with each
other for peer support, talking, sharing or sitting quietly. Welcome!
Tuesday 20th, 1 – 2 pm: Online Experts by Experience: Development Meeting.
Wednesday 21st, 2-3.30pm: Online Greenwood meet-up. Theme: flower pressing
and milk-bottle bird feeders.
Monday 26th April, 1.30 – 3.00 pm: Online Art at the Bridge. All welcome to join for
a relaxed informal session of creative activity.
Thursday 29th, 11am-12 noon: Extra Community Meeting. Topic: Bridge
Collective re-opening “road map” planning. All welcome to join for planning
together.
To be confirmed: Thursday 29th April, 1 – 2 pm: Online Open Thursday. A space
for connecting with each other for peer support, talking, sharing or sitting quietly.
Welcome!
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Where to find out what’s on at the Bridge Collective……
Drop into our Thursday online Open Space,
1pm to 2pm. Held on as many Thursdays as we
can. This is a space to find out about our online
meet-ups, to connect with the Bridge and with
each other.
Visit our What’s on page on our website for
how to join our new online meet-ups:
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/whats-on/
See our online Calendar page on our website.
We have a new temporary calendar for online
meet-ups: www.bridgecollective.org.uk/calendar
Visit our facebook page to see and share news of
Bridge Collective activities; resources from fellow
community projects; and photos and activities that
are nourishing us.
www.facebook.com/bridgecollective
Find this sheet on our front door. Please get in
touch if you would like to be kept informed of
upcoming activities and events and how you can
join, either email: info@bridgecollective.org.uk or
telephone: 01392 433358 (landline messages are
being picked up remotely once a week).
See our and Groups & Activities sheet for more
information about our online meet-ups.
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/activities-and-groups/
Sign up to receive emails about Bridge Events
Groups & Activities
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/sign-up-form/
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Bridge Collective online Activities & Groups
Mon
Art at the Bridge:
We are holding online art group meet-ups on some Monday afternoons.
Open to all, they will be a time to get together and share ideas of art to do
at home, and to join in a relaxed, enjoyable art activity together online.
Please see the What's On page on the website, or look on facebook for
current dates.

Tues
Experts by Experience:
Mental health awareness workshop team. We aim to share our lived
experiences, which have sometimes been labelled as mental illness, in
an environment of peer support to: promote positive public awareness,
increase confidence in talking about mental health, improve mental health
services, and increase access to a wide range of understandings about
mental health. Whilst we are unable to meet in person, we are holding
our Monthly Meeting online at the same time of 11am - 1pm on the
1st Tuesday of the month, and our Development Meeting from 11am 12.30pm on the 3rd Tuesday of each month. All welcome. For more
information email ebye@bridgecollective.org.uk
Company systems working party:

These online working parties are arranged (as needed)
2 – 2.55 pm on the 2nd Tuesday of the month.
Our usual activities include practical tasks, drafting processes,
checks, maintenance, record keeping. Currently we are meeting (as
needed) to look at questions to do with safer working. Please send
questions by the 1st Tuesday of the month
to: safety@bridgecollective.org.uk

Wed
Open Minds:
Open Minds is a peer support group for people who see, hear, or sense
things other people don’t (sometimes labeled ‘psychosis’). At the moment
we are aiming to meet online via Zoom from 1 – 2pm on the 2nd
Wednesday of the month for chat, support, sharing ideas, and general
discussion. Keep an eye on The Bridge Facebook page for details of our
next meeting or email us openminds@bridgecollective.org.uk.
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Greenwood Project:
Coming together to share connection with nature and making things by
hand from natural materials we collect ourselves: all allow us to see and
experience life in a new healing way. Until we are able to meet again in
the woods and the countryside, we’ll be meeting online on the third
Wednesday of each month from 2-3.30pm (see What’s On for current
dates), and sharing experiences and news on the Bridge facebook.
Newsletter working space:
We currently meet online from 11am-12 midday on some Wednesdays –
see the What’s On page - for planning and putting together our quarterly
Bridge Collective newsletter. Email: newsletter@bridgecollective.org.uk
for a link to join this online meet-up.

Thurs
Open Space:
1-2pm on as many Thursdays as we can. (see What’s On for current
Thursday online open spaces). Drop in to this online meet-up anytime
between 1 and 2pm. This is a space to find out about and our online
meet-ups, to connect with the Bridge and with each other. All welcome.
Email: info@bridgecollective.org.uk for a link to join this online meet-up.
Community meeting:
We’re a social enterprise, building a company and community. The
Bridge Collective has a unique organisational structure. It is a flat
organisation aiming for everyone involved to have the same power to
make decisions as everyone else. Decisions about the running of the
collective are made at our community meetings open to all. Currently 13pm every 3rd Thursday. (see What’s On for current dates).

Finding out about our online meet-ups
For more information and to find out more about what we do - you are very
welcome to come to our online Thursday Open Space.
Email: info@bridgecollective.org.uk, or Phone: 01392 433358
Details of our online meet-ups can be found here:
What’s On page: http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/whats-on/
Calendar page: http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/calendar/
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/bridgecollective

Sign up to receive emails about Bridge Events, Groups & Activities
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/sign-up-form/
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Can we hold Hope for 2021?
I have some very immediate personal hopes for 2021.
First and foremost is to see my two sons and their families again; and following
from that to have the wonderful company of all my family in climbing Cader
Idris together to celebrate my 80th birthday, though a year late!
But eclipsing all personal wishes is the flickering hope for the survival, indeed
the flourishing, of all kinds of life on our amazing Earth. I say flickering as I
sometimes come near to the cliff-edge of despair at the continuing
destructiveness of human kind towards the planet. We face, we need to know
this is truly a climate and ecological emergency, requiring action by
governments, councils, businesses, and for us all to find the joy in frugality. As
an old person the least I can do is take action with Extinction Rebellion, making
essential demands; and I hope to work for a law against Ecocide.
The other day a young friend warmed me to hope – she’s little money but
spends precious time nurturing her young child, bringing him up to know and
flourish in the natural world; she forages for rose hips and elderberries to
support well-being through the winter; she makes simple but pretty paper bags
to avoid packaging.
I find hope in the wisdom of the elders of the indigenous people of America,
urging us to bear the message of care for Mother Earth with kindness and love.
I’ve hope when I tend the soil, sow, plant and harvest, especially if a grandchild
is with me, wondering at a butterfly, watching a wren, reciting a poem:
Hope is the thing with feathers
Margaret
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Rhino Art Project
In December 2020 we successfully applied for a grant from Devon
County Council’s Covid-19 rapid response fund to set up a project to
keep people connected and support mental health and wellbeing
during the third coronavirus lockdown. The project was time limited to
between the beginning of December 2020 and the end of March 2021.
Since January, 30 small wooden rhinos have been sent out on request
to people throughout Devon and further afield, and are being
decorated and brought to life in the way that each person chooses. The
Rhino Project is a way of making something for the future, and working
on a shared activity at a time when many of us are separated from
family and friends, and from each other as members of the Bridge
community.
The rhinos will be returned to the Bridge to be displayed together,
looking forward to the time when we are able to be in the building
together to enjoy them. In the meantime, photos of the returned
rhinos will be shown on the website.
The rhino was chosen in recognition of Bridget, our resident artdecorated rhino sculpture, which (or who) is such a prominent
presence in the Bridge, as well as having come with us to some outside
events, and so has seemed to take on a personality of her own and also
to represent something about the Bridge.
In 2018, Kevin Walker, a psychology teacher with the WEA, ran some
sessions at the Bridge. Since then he has been writing a thesis, in which
he refers to the Bridge, and Bridget. This is an extract from his thesis,
which he has given us permission to quote.
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“Bridget is a rhinoceros, carved out of wood, one of six donated to
community groups by the city council. Bridget lodges with a group
providing peer support for those recovering from mental illness,
looking for a life beyond a psychiatric label.
This is a venue for a range of Psychology courses that I have run on
behalf of the WEA. One course looks at schizophrenia, the diagnostic
criteria, explanations and treatments. It takes a critical stance in that
basic questions are asked about the reliability of diagnosis and the
ontological status of the classification itself.
The students are all adults, some have a psychiatric history; others
have been affected by this, for example as family members. Some are
professional carers, others have no direct experience but are just
interested…. The course is open to all and the realisation that the
boundaries of 'normality' are blurred and impossible to determine is
one of the learning outcomes….
The particular image I have in my memory is of popping out of the class
to visit the loo, whilst students were in mid discussion. I see myself
returning and looking into the room from a distance where Bridget
appears centre stage, holding the space in which diverse views and
experiences are shared.
I found myself aware of the presence of my personal history, the
setting and the students. I felt responsible for creating expectations
but trusted that the group would function without me. This was a
rather strange sense of dissociation, observing proceedings as if I were
returning as a student on the course, trying to make some sense of my
life experiences alongside others doing the same….
Bridget herself is covered in artworks, created by members of the
community, expressing a collective strength within individual diversity.
She seems to be channelling the wisdom collected over time of those
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involved in this project and those whose lives have inspired it. Rhinos
are both an endangered species and fearful animals when threatened.”
Kevin Walker 2018
It happened that Kevin let us know about his thesis and sent us the
chapter from which this extract came, at about the time we were
starting to send out the rhinos for the project, and it feels pleasing how
the timing of the two chimed together.
It has been a pleasure sending out the rhinos to be decorated. I am so
much looking forward to seeing them when they come back, and
bringing them together as a group in a display for everyone to see.
Chris
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Annual General Meeting 2021
The date of our 2021 AGM has not yet been fixed but we will be holding
a pre-AGM open meeting on Thursday 27th May 2021 from 1300 to
1500.
This will be held virtually on zoom.
Agenda:
1.00-1.55 pm: Review of our fourteenth year’s work and collecting
content for our Annual Report
2.00-3.00 pm: a chance to meet directors and prospective new
directors, and to learn about the role of Director at the Bridge. We hope
this will help prospective candidates to decide whether they would like
to put themselves forward at the AGM, and inform members ahead of
voting at the AGM.
There will be a celebration of our year including an online lunch, from
12.00 noon, to which all friends of the Bridge Collective, and all who
would like to get to know us, are warmly invited. We’ll share pictures
and memories of the year.
If you are a paid-up Member of the Bridge Collective, you will receive
formal notice of the AGM and information about proxy and postal
voting, giving at least 21 days’ notice.
If you would like to become a Member and vote at the AGM, please see
the information below.

Renewal of Membership
Membership was due for renewal from October 2020. If our records
show that your membership is up to date you will receive confirmation
of this in the post with this newsletter.
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If you would like to renew or become a Member, you will need to read
and agree to our Membership Statement, send a completed
membership form, and pay a subscription (see below).
You can find and download the membership form on our website at
https://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/download/Membership%20statem
ent%20and%20form%20agreed%2012%20March%202020.pdf
You can print and return it by post to “Company Secretary Team, The
Bridge Collective CIC, Unit 4, King Street Business Centre, Exeter, EX1
1BH” or by email to companysecretary@bridgecollective.org.uk
If you would like us to post you a paper membership form, please ask
either by letter or email to the above addresses, or by leaving a
message on the Bridge office phone 01392 433358. Make sure you tell
us the address you’d like the form sent to.
Subscription: as we are near to the end of the membership year (May to
May), you have two options. You could join before April 30th 2021 for
the remainder of this membership year, to May 31st, for a subscription
of £5. If you do this, we’ll send you a paper copy of this newsletter (in
black and white) and a copy of our last Annual Report. You would then
need to renew your subscription for June 1st 2021 to May 31st 2022, at
£10, should you wish.
Alternatively, you can join after May 1st and pay a subscription of £10
for the year to May 31st 2022, and you will be able to vote in this year’s
AGM. You would then receive the next newsletter but not this one by
post.
Please be aware that it might take 2-3 weeks to receive and process
your membership form if sent by post.
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Could you be a Director at the Bridge Collective?
We are looking for new recruits to our team of directors. Our 4
current directors have all been in the role for several years, and
whilst we feel that we have created a strong and supportive team,
from our next AGM (date to be announced) we will need a
minimum of 5 directors and we are looking to expand our team
further in order to bolster our resilience to change and increase the
breadth of experience.
Directors are elected by the Members annually at the Annual
General Meeting (AGM). Responsibility for the running of the
company is delegated to the Directors, but decisions are made at
the open Bridge Community Meeting, and all members present can
vote on any decisions made there. Decisions are made by
consensus as far as possible. If a vote is held, the majority vote will
be accepted except that the Directors have to veto any decision
that would be illegal or against the interests of the company.
All directors are members of the Bridge, any member can nominate
themselves for directorship. See below for how to do this.
While the role of director is an unpaid voluntary position, there is an
expectation that anyone taking up the role will commit to regularly
attending our Community Meeting on the 2nd Thursday of every
month, any Extra Directors Meetings that are called to resolve
pressing issues, and Directors Training sessions that will occur
periodically on the 4th Tuesday of a given month.
We’ll be having a Pre-AGM open meeting by zoom on Thursday at
1-3pm (see page 10) where potential new or future directors can
meet and talk to current directors, and anyone else who’s
interested. To get a link to join the meeting please email
companysecretary@bridgecollective.org.uk.
If you, or anyone else you know, might be interested in becoming a
director, please follow these steps:
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1. Read the full description of the role here:
https://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/activities-andgroups/directors-at-the-bridge-collective/
2. Attend the meeting on 27th May. If you are not able to attend
this, please email companysecretary@bridgecollective.org.uk and
we will do our best to arrange an alternative.
3. Make sure your Bridge Collective Membership is up to date.
4. After the meeting on 27th May, if you want to go ahead, send
your nomination to companysecretary@bridgecollective.org.uk.
This should include a short supporting statement which will be
circulated to members in advance of the AGM.
5. Attend the AGM, where members will vote on Director
nominations. We are not yet sure whether this will be a fully online
meeting but you will be able to join by zoom.
6. You are welcome to address any questions about the Director
role and responsibilities to
companysecretary@bridgecollective.org.uk at any time.
If you are elected, an enhanced DBS check is required after
conditional appointment, which the Bridge Collective will arrange
for you. We ask prospective directors to demonstrate their
commitment to the role by attending 3 Community Meetings prior
to officially taking up their post. Your appointment as a director will
be confirmed at the first Community Meeting following these
conditions being fulfilled.
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Alison

Pottery awaiting glaze

Christine Davison
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Food for Free
‘Food for Free’ is the title of Richard Mabey’s classic of 1972 – a book written
out of deep love and knowledge of the natural world.I’ve learnt much about
foraging from Mabey and our locally based Robin Harford, but one golden rule
is never pick and use any plant unless you are totally sure of its benign identity!
However I can recommend nettles in Spring as I don’t think anyone would
mistake them! This is absolutely the best time of year for them when they are
young and bright green – Mabey suggests not eating them after June as they
become coarse and bitter. One of the nicest ways to use them is in a simple
soup, though Mabey also suggests Nettle Haggis!
Nettle Soup.
Note: this makes quite a large quantity, I usually make only about half this for myself!

Ingredients.
250g stinging nettles
500g potatoes, peeled and chopped
500mls vegetable stock
25g butter or vegetable oil
1 large chopped onion
3 cloves of garlic, chopped
Seasoning – suggest nutmeg as well as salt and black pepper
500mls milk/vegan milk
Cream, crème fraiche or vegan cream, or creamed horseradish.
Method.
1. In a large pan heat butter/oil and add chopped onion and garlic, cook,
stirring occasionally until soft.
2. Add potatoes and stock, stir and simmer for about 15 minutes
3. Add nettles and cook until tender, about 10 minutes.
4. Stir in milk and seasoning to taste.
5. Serve hot garnished with cream, crème fraiche, vegan cream or creamed
horseradish
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Ashley
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I created this drawing in 2016 when I was trying to deal with
the grief of losing my parents and the turmoil of that whole
few years. This piece is about resilience and the pain and
contortion giving way to signs of new hope.
Gill
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During 2020 a series of “Exploratory Boundaries Groups”
met to consider some questions that had come to our
Community Meeting about boundaries at the Bridge - how
we’d like to be with ourselves and each other. On page 19
is a list of “principles” o ered from these groups for
discussion. If you’d like to give feedback - do you think
they could work as a statement we could agree on, are
there things you would like to change, add, or take away email your thoughts to info@bridgecollective.org.uk

Winter Brightness
Liz Spry

ff
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‘How we intend to be with ourselves and each other’
(Draft principles for discussion)
● Talking one at a time and leaving space for others
● Offering opportunities to be seen and heard
● Being aware and respectful of each others’ feelings
● Respecting different beliefs and preferences
● People being allowed to be themselves
● Being aware that people who are not speaking may still have an
opinion or a feeling
● Keeping warmth, compassion and empathy for ourselves and others
at the heart of our discussions
● Thanking others for their contributions, including those with whom
we might not always get along or agree with
● Recognising the validity of individual experience
● Being curious about differences of opinion and our own opinion
● ‘Imperfection in relationships is an expectation’ - using differences of
opinion and style as an opportunity for growth
● Travelling together at a speed we are all comfortable with
● Respecting confidentiality (in accordance with our confidentiality
policy and legal limits to confidentiality)
● Doing what we need to do to look after ourselves
● If anyone experiences feelings of unsafety or discomfort in any part
of the Collective it matters to us
● Anyone can point out if we’re not keeping to these principles
● These principles are up for discussion and can be added to, amended
and updated
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Rainbow
Liz Spry
Winter Painting
Liz Spry
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Goodbye and Thank You to Michelle Virgo

Michelle has been a friend and supporter of the Bridge since our beginnings in 2007, when
she was part of the Zebra Collective and talked to us about her experience of collective
working. In our early days she shared ideas from Participatory Approaches with us that have
helped us over the years in our planning and evaluation.
Since 2011 Michelle has facilitated quarterly sessions of Open Reflection on how we do
things together as a community at the Bridge.
We’re sad to be saying goodbye to Michelle in this role, and to thank her for all the skill and
wisdom she has brought us as a facilitator over these years. We wish her well and hope stay
in touch with her as a friend of the Bridge.
On the next two pages you’ll find some notes from our last Open Reflection with Michelle,
on 24th February. And here are some reflections about change from an Open Reflection
session on 1st November 2017.
• Surfing the waves of change
• Stuff happens. Stuff gets dealt with. It could be worse.
• Looking for positives – a survival strategy
• What we are doing now is valuable in its own right
• An opportunity to be part of the beginning
• Space to feel sad. Space to grieve
• Seasonal turning points
• Recognising our capacity to digest change
• Planning for change
• Loss connects us to the most important things
• Courage to have hope
• Marking change with celebration
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Open Reflection at the Bridge 2011 – 2021
What has worked well?

What hasn’t worked as well?

Michelle facilitating allowed a space to
surrender, could bask with it being held

Sometimes we ran out of time – we could have
had another hour

Sense of achievement at the end of each open
reflection – feels like we’ve done
something worthwhile

Boundary – had to set a boundary when people
wanted to come in mid-flow, so different to
the rest of the bridge.

Framed so that whoever turned up was the
right people. Allowing a space for
whoever was there to generate
something

Sometimes went longer without a session than
we would have liked, or struggled to find
time to discuss topics for reflection.
Sometimes we had topics we urgently wanted to
talk about but there were long gaps before
we could discuss them

Facilitator knew Bridge well, but a bit
separate - slightly different type son
conv, be together in a different way

Sometimes a feeling of frustration at not
achieving enough – didn’t get as far through
the plan as hoped. Left feeling things were
unresolved.

Space to look at and negotiate differences e.g.
gradients of agreement
Generating a lot of ideas

Not always to good at following through ideas
generated.

Sense of collective outlook, accounting for
different perspectives

Using to plan ideas for Tudor Trust grant –
outcomes oriented and not the best place to
see this through- rather than reflective.

Spending time looking at who and what we
are, trying to describe ourselves, making
some of the ideas behind the Bridge
explicit and sharing them
Getting back write ups – on walls, round
newsletters, to funders
Different approaches to learning, bringing
background
Felt like a new opportunity each time
Each one like a stream that goes into a river,
but difficult to pick out particular
droplets.
Having a reflective space that is open to
everyone.
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Going forward we will …and, …and, …and
Ashley – protect this time and space for open reflection
Gill – look for another facilitator
June – make sure everybody is aware of when it is
Fleur – use creative ideas which help us resolve issues in a fun way
Chris – find ways to weather and manage change
Andrew – pay attention to what we need to do to make it happen
Nicola – make use of the facilitators guide to part dec making
Margaret – really meet again – even outdoors
Ashley – trusting the resources we have in the collective
Sarah – appreciate the resources we have
Ben – commitment to making self-government of the Bridge a reality
Chris – sharing our experience, knowledge and skills with future workers and new
people
Andrew – an established and understood tradition in a long future
Nicola – mourn and celebrate
Margaret – trusting that we have a safe space to take risks with ideas and explore them
Ashley – learn from change
Gill – maintaining the space and commitment to negotiating differences and addressing
challenges
Sarah – keeping our commitment to openness alive
Fleur – being willing to start again
Andrew – build on what we have learned about inclusiveness – us learning to do this and
sharing information online – expanding accessibility
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Hello to all,
News from the Experts by Experience
project
In the Experts by Experience project there are opportunities for being part of a team
who develop and deliver training and workshops. We talk about our own
experiences, beliefs and feelings, that have sometimes been labelled as mental
illness, with people attending our workshops. Sometimes this work can be paid.
Throughout the lockdown period EbyE has kept going with our monthly project
meetings and development meetings happening online through good old Zoom.
Despite the challenges lockdown has brought for us all, we are so pleased that
people have felt they can continue to join in. It’s been tough for many and we really
look forward to seeing other people again when the time is right.
We have had a very busy January and February preparing for, and delivering our
training online to student Doctors at the University of Exeter and student Mental
Health Nurses at the University of Plymouth. As we write, we have our last day
session on Friday with the nurses and we think that we have all felt it has gone very
well. It’s a new experience having 34 people on the other side of a screen while you
tell your story and make sure everyone is involved! We have 2 more training sessions
with Doctors in June too, so please come along to find out how to take part.
Back in December we edited and gave the green light the first of the conversation
pieces we created for RiPfA (Research in Practice for Adults). The conversations
explored different approaches to person centred adult mental health care to
supplement RiPfA’s report “Person Centred Approaches to Adult Mental Health
Care”, and be a national resource for social care teams. The conversation as a
podcast went live on the 8th of March 2021. The others will follow later this year.
We are sorry to say that Sarah will be stepping down as a co-facilitator of EbyE at
the end of March. I (Gill) have really enjoyed working with Sarah and I will miss her
support and co-working. Sarah will still be a speaker with EbyE and director of The
Bridge so she will continue to be a big part of our team.
A great place to find out more about what we do is at our monthly meetings. We are
currently holding these online via Zoom. It is where we share upcoming
opportunities, share feedback and support one another.
We also have a development meeting, which is a space to plan future workshops
and opportunities, as well as review what we have achieved. Currently we are still
holding 2 online meetings a month.
Please come along and take part in any of our meetings as we value everyone’s
contribution, and seek to continually enrich what we offer through the lived
experiences of new people.
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To take part via Zoom in any of our meetings you will need to email
ebye@bridgecollective.org.uk and we will send you a link that you just need to click
on to join the meeting. We will also be advertising all our meetings on the Bridge
Collective Facebook page.
Our Spring/early Summer Monthly Meetings at the Bridge Collective will be:
Tuesday 6th April, 11.00 - 13.00
Tuesday 4th May, 11.00 - 13.00
Tuesday 1st June, 11.00 - 13.00
Our Spring/early Summer Development Meetings at the Bridge Collective will be:
Tuesday 20th April, 11.00 - 12.30
Tuesday 18th May, 11.00 - 12.30
Tuesday 15th June, 11.00 - 12.30
Taking part as an Experts by Experience speaker: People can participate in this
involvement work as a volunteer or receive payment. If you are interested in finding
out more or taking part in work please come along to our next meeting on the 6th
April from 11.00 - 13.00pm

Best wishes, Gill and Sarah
Tel: Gill: 07939 991035 Sarah: 07939 991051
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“Hope” is the thing with feathers That perches in the soul And sings the tune without the words
And never stops - at all And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard And sore must be the storm That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm I’ve heard it in the chillest land And on the strangest Sea Yet - never - in Extremity,
It asked a crumb - of me.
- Emily Dickinson

‘When you do nothing
you feel overwhelmed
and powerless. But
when you get
involved you feel the
sense of hope and
accomplishment that
comes from knowing
you are working to
make things better.’
- Maya Angelou

“If you want to go fast, go alone,
If you want to go far, go with others.”
- Anon

“Always we hope
Someone else has the answer
Some other place will be better,
Some other time it will all turn out.
This is it.
No one else has the answer
No other place will be better,
And it has already turned out.
At the center of your being
You have the answer,
You know who you are
And you know what you want.
There is no need
To run outside
For better seeing.
Nor to peer from a window.
Rather abide at the center of your
being;
For the more you leave it, the less
you learn.
Search your heart
And see
The way to do
Is to be.”
Lao Tzu and Anon

‘Hope is passion for what
is possible.’ - Soren
Kierkegaard

‘The world is indeed full of peril,
and in it there are many dark
places; but still there is much that is
fair, and though in all lands love is
now mingled with grief, it grows
perhaps the greater.’
- JRR Tolkien
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We are continuing to work
collectively to produce the Bridge
Collective newsletter. Anyone
interested in being a part of this
process please keep an eye out
for regular newsletter planning
online working spaces in the
website What’s On and on
facebook. We continue to be
happy to receive submissions of
articles, poems, art, thoughts,
ideas, and more for future
newsletters at any time. Please
email your contributions to
newsletter@bridgecollective.org.uk
Please make clear how you want
to be credited, e.g. full name,
anonymous, etc.

